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Mason, like many other kids, is afraid of bees. Find out how anÃ‚Â encounter with a mason bee

changes Mason&#39;s life; Mason conquers his fear of bees and is empowered to be like a

superhero to help protect the bees. This story teaches timely and important lessons about

wildÃ‚Â bees, habitat, pesticide use and native plants--heavy topics in a light and fun way. There

are definitely big concepts and big words introduced in this little book. That&#39;s exactly what

makes the book work so well for a wide audience. Even though the book looks and reads like a

picture book for early elementary students, the science and social concepts are big enough for

adults to ponder. Mason Meets a Mason Bee is a handy educational tool for classroom settings as

well as non-traditional learning environments-such as an afternoon with grandma! This book is

meant to be read aloud and discussed with kids as it is read. Enjoy the additional resources at the

end of the book to continue the learning.
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What a wonderful message for adults and children. As an elementary teacher, I can envision using

this book (a big book form would be awesome) to teach rich vocabulary, environmental awareness,

and some great rhyming skills too. The only thing that would make this book even more ideal for



schools would be nonfiction text features (headings, bold vocabulary words etc) that didn't pop out

to me on an electronic copy but may be visible in the print copy (I don't know) but sometimes in

schools we focus so much on those types of concepts that the message and advocacy that can

come from literature gets lost anyway and this book is perfect for students to get intrigued and want

to explore more about this topic or variations of it. As a parent, this book contains a message and

morals that I want to share with my daughter!

Susan RasmussenCute Mason the boy meets the mason bee and they talk in rhymes and

overcome their fear of each other. Great for overcoming fear. Mission accomplished for child. But

look what you learned too, adult! So let's work together to make our habitat safe for pollinator. I like

how this book just eased into the lesson. Great resource list too.

What a delightful book. The photos are very captivating and tell the story almost all on their own.

The poetic writing is certainly children friendly and fun but the message of this book is one that

should be on every shelf in every home and school - teaching children to admire all pollinating

creatures....we need them so much.

Photos were great and so expressive! Story carries an excellent message for young readers.

A good start to helping a child co exist with bees.

Enjoyed the rhyming story it makes it nice to read aloud to children. The photos are wonderful. We

should all become a superhero in our world needing our respect and care. The book has valuable

information for all.

Such a small book with such a big message! A must for schools to get students thinking of how they

can help the world. Every little bit counts and hopefully the message will be brought back to their

adults at home.

Nice book. Looks like it's made well-enough to stand up to classroom use.
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